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Important:

Never let anyone sow seeds of doubt in your mind about who you are or your potential.

If you don’t have gift markers this certainly doesn’t mean you’re not gifted. 

Gift markers tend to show up more frequently on certain types of hands 

and less on others. This has more to do with temperament than talent.

Think of a gift marker as a call to action. Your hands’ way of saying,

“It’s time for you to bring this part of who you are out into the sunshine.”
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What exactly is a gift marker?
Gift markings are stars or stripes or unusual head or hart lines that indicate special talents and 
abilities. These are talents that are calling out to their owners to be seen and used. 

Why are we often unaware of them?

Every quality has a light side and a darker side. For example, do you describe someone as firm 
minded, stubborn or pig headed? They are all different shades of the same quality. The only 
difference is perception, or how this quality is being expressed.

The bigger anything is, the bigger its shadow. Often it is only by exploring our shadows that 
we see our potential for the first time. The shadow serves the light to show the form.

If there are big shadows in your life, ask yourself: it what way is this shadow serving the light? 
What qualities of light or form, talent or ability are being revealed?   What talents do I have 
that I’m ignoring? How can I use these abilities more consciously? How can I live my 
potential?

This is the gift of hand analysis; to show you that you have a choice.

If you have a gift marker in your hand it means you have a talent that wants to be centre 
stage in your life; to be used and shared.

Think of your gift marker as a ball in the sunshine. One side is always in the light and the 
other in the shadow. 

The good news? 

Sometimes we only see the shadow side. Recognising these, we simply have to walk around 
the ball into the sunshine.

So do you have gift markings in your hands? 
Use the following simple 7 step process below to find out if you have any 

gift markings in your hand and, if so, what they mean.

Step 1: Look for Stars

Are there any star-like formations in your hands? 

If you have one, where is it ?

(Warning: Not all stars are gift markers. Location is crucial in the language of hands.

Stars on any of the major lines are generally not gift markers.)
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Does the location of your star match one of the locations indicated below?

Image 1

12 of the 17 gift markings

1. The Jupiter star = leader, high achiever.  
Shadow side = being the power behind someone else’s throne

2. The Saturn star = networker, Midas touch for others.
Shadow side = can you do this for yourself?
3. The Apollo star = big spotlight, creativity.
Shadow side = apathy, fear of criticism
4. The Mercury star = special ingenuity.
Shadow side = cluelessness
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5. The Moon star = flashes of intuition.
Shadow side = stagnation, alienation
6. The Neptune star = deep understanding.
Shadow side = stuck in the well
7. The Venus star = play and delight.
Shadow side = wounded child/ no fun
8. The Mars star = exceptional courage.
Shadow side = anger/rage
9. The third eye star = spiritual wisdom/ the seer/ vision.
Shadow side = blindness
10. Star of Pluto = Radical transformer
Shadow = feeling trapped in the underworld/Destruction

Step 2: Look for Stripes

a. The gifted healer

Look at the area just below your pinkie finger. Are there 4 or more vertical lines here?

This is the mark of the gifted healer also known as the personal growth consultant.

This marker expresses differently depending on your personality type.

b. Lines of genius

Take a look at your pinkie fingers (Mercury finger). Do you have 3 or more lines (3 more than 
on your other fingers) on the upper zone of this finger? (See illustration). This is to do with 
special talents in mass communication; writing or public speaking.

See image above: 

11. Medical stigmata = gifted healer/personal growth consultant.
      Shadow side = relationship problems or blocked intimacy.

12. Lines of genius = special mass communication ability.
Shadow side = going round in circles

Step 3. Look for Special Headline Gift Markers

a. The Persephone

Take a look at your headline. That's one of the 3 major lines in your hand. The one in the 
middle, between the heart line and the life line.

Does this line curve downwards, (following the shape of your life line) towards the bottom 
part of your palm? (the moon) . This is a persephone gift marker. If you have this marker I 
recommend you google persephone and read all your can about this Greek goddess of the 
underworld. She’s a dominant archetype in your life and chances are you need a persephone 
type job. (eg. guide to lost souls). There are many different variations of this marker.

(The length of your headline indicates how long you think things over, its not related 
intelligence. Short means you make quick decisions. Straight means analytical. Curved means 
subjective/intuitive.)
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Image 2 Persephone

The Persephone headline = guide for lost souls.
Shadow side = depression (yin) or meaningless commerce (yang).

b. The Simian line.  If you have only 2 major lines in your hands instead of three. 

Image 3 - The Simian

This indicates a gift of extreme focus.
The danger? Feels misunderstood. Why? Head and heart energies are running in one 
cable so communication tends to get scrambled. Solution: always double check your 
communication. ‘What did I just say?’
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c.  The Hal.  

Is your headline very long and straight, almost to the edge of your palm but not over it? 

(as in 13 in image below)

This is called the ‘Hal’ after the computer in the book/movie Space Odyssey 2001. This is the 
mark of a brain that can consider many things at the same time, an octopus brain or a 
multitasker. You need a big complicated job to keep your brain busy otherwise you're in 
danger of over-complicating your personal life to ward off boredom.

Image 4 Pure heart and Hal.

The Hal headline = Octopus brain/needs a big complicated job.
Shadow side = complicates life unnecessarily when under-challenged

Step 4. Look for a rare Heart line (14 in image above)

d. The Pure Heart. Is your heart line clear and unchained sweeping right up to touch your 
index finger.  This is the humanitarian among us. The danger: your heart is easily broken.

.

Step 5: Look for a line of clairvoyance

Look at the bottom outer part of your palm (away from the thumb). This is called the moon of 
your hand.

Is there a curved line, even a very faint one, in this area? This is called a line of clairvoyance. 
It indicates a gift for life coaching or spiritual insight. 
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Line of clairvoyance = life teacher/meanings expert. 
Shadow identification = stagnation and disillusionment

Image 5 - Line of Clairvoyance

Will I lose my gift if I don’t use it?

I don’t really think so. Perhaps a better way of looking at life is through Marianne 
Williamson’s lens: 
"When you fail to follow the exact guidance of your GPS, it automatically creates a new 
route for you. So does God."

But what about penalties?

They aren’t actually penalties. Just indicators that you need to walk around to the sunny 
side of your gift and embrace it fully.

What will happen to me if I don’t use my gift?

My honest opinion?   ............nothing. 
You might wake up in a rocker one day wishing you’d lived more fully.
Or as Anias Nin puts it: “Life shrinks or expands according to your courage.”
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What about other stars not marked here?

Stars on any of the 3 major lines or on the fate line are not gift markers. 

For example, a star at the end of your headline means you are challenged to 

get in touch with your own needs. 

Why are there no gift markers in my hand?

As I said before, many gifted people show no gift markings whatsoever.

Never let anyone sow seeds of doubt in your mind about who you are or your potential.

If you don’t have gift markers this certainly doesn’t mean you’re not gifted. 

Gift markers tend to show up more frequently on certain types of hands 

and less on others. This has more to do with temperament than talent.

Think of a gift marker as a call to action. Your hands’ way of saying,

“It’s time for you to bring this part of who you are out into the sunshine.”

Like to know more about each gift marker? 

For more information about these and other hand markers, sign up for

 12 foundational hand analysis classes here.

This course will give you all the basics you need to get started.

Happy star gazing!

Jena

Who first identified Gift Markers? Richard Unger of the IIHA.

You can join weekly online classes with him here: http://tuesdayswithrichard.com
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